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Abstract. We prove the 169 compositions of time interval relations.
The proof is first-order and inferred from an axiomatic system on time
intervals. We show a general proof template that can alleviate the manual
proof with Isar.

1 Introduction

Allen’s interval calculus is a qualitative knowledge representation formalism in
the first order logic [9, 8]. It is motivated by the qualitative verbalization of
events in day to day conversation where we are not that much concerned about
dates and durations, i.e. numerical data. It inspired rethinking the way objects
in the space are represented which yield to several qualitative spatial represen-
tations [12, 4].

A qualitative representation is generally based on a relation algebra. Allen
introduces 13 binary relations that define all possible arrangements that can
exist between two events. Two events can be before, equal, starting, finishing,
overlapping, meeting or during each other. The compositions of Allen’s relations
are pertinent to the reasoning about knowledge of time. In particular, a consis-
tency problem of relation constraints is commonly solved with a guideline from
these compositions [10]. All the 169 compositions are first given in [9].

Wolter and Dylla [14, 3] designed an algebraic framework that define the
qualitative relations in an algebraic domain. The framework is independent of
the calculus and covers several qualitative spatial and temporal systems includ-
ing Allen’s interval calculus. The relation constraints are solved using algebraic
automated proving methods such as Gröbner basis (GB) [1] and cylindrical alge-
braic decomposition (CAD) [2]. The algebraic framework of qualitative calculus
is implemented in SparQ tool [13]. The user can perform all sort of manoeuvres,
e.g. checking the consistency of relation constraints, computing an algebraic clo-
sure, generating a quantitative scenario from qualitative data and vice versa,
etc.

The computation of GB and CAD is a challenging task affected by the num-
ber of variables and the degree of algebraic constraints. Checking compositions
of Allen’s interval calculus is, however, not exciting. Time interval relations are



interpreted in the 1D. The algebraic constraints of compositions are inequalities
of degree 1 with at most 6 variables. Algebraic methods in a computer algebra
system are powerful enough to check these algebraic constraints in milliseconds.

The logically inferred proof of validity of the compositions that is independent
of the interpretation domain has yet to be done. We proved the compositions
of Allen’s relations with Isar, and in this paper, we explain how we proceeded
to that end. When proving methods or formalism in the qualitative knowledge,
the design of a proof strategy is equally important than the result of the proof.
The issue that arises is that the number of cases is huge and proving properties
about them is cumbersome in an interactive proof style. In [7], we handled this
situation by grouping cases into equivalent classes and then showing that it is
enough to prove the properties for a representative case of each class. In this
paper, the ordering of the relations in a lattice gives direction on the general
steps of the proofs. We design a kind of “template” to structure the proofs. We
can either use it as it is or extend it depending on the composition to prove.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 4, we introduce the basic
time interval relations. In Sect. 3, we present the formalization of the axiomatic
system. In Sect. 4 and 5 we present the formalization of time interval relations
and show their properties. We introduce the composition table in Sect. 6, then
in Sect. 7 we explain its proof with Isar. In Sect. 8, we conclude with remarks
on future directions of research.
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Fig. 1: The 13 time interval relations



2 Basic Relations

An event is continuous in a finite period of time. An event is qualitatively repre-
sented as a time interval, and the basic objects that we consider in our formal-
ization are intervals. For simplicity (and like most papers on Allen’s calculus),
we illustrate our explanation with a spatial representation of intervals as parallel
line segments. Moreover, the notions of “starting point” and “ending point” of
intervals- although not formally defined- support our explanation.

There are 13 possible arrangements of time intervals. They can be described
with relations before, equal, starting, finishing, overlapping, meeting or during.
The relations together with their respective inverses are 13 and they are depicted
in Fig. 1. Hereafter, relations before, meets, overlaps, starts, finishes, during and
equal are abbreviated to b, m, ov, s, f, d and e, respectively.

When the relation between two events is completely known, then it is rep-
resented with one of the 13 time interval relations that we call basic relations.
For example, the statement “Tarski (T) lived after Euclid (E).” unambiguously
expresses that Euclid’s life preceded Tarski’s life, which can be represented (T,
E) ∈ b−1 (or (E, T) ∈ b).

Sometimes, the knowledge is not precise. The statement “Hilbert (H) was
born before Tarski (T).” lacks information about who died first and whether one
was born after the death of the other, etc. Nevertheless, we still can represent
these various situations as follows (H, T) ∈ b ∪ ov ∪ m ∪ d−1 ∪ f−1, i.e. the life
of Hilbert is either before or overlaps or meets or includes or finishes by the life
of Tarski. We can derive new qualitative knowledge by composing relations. The
relation (H, E) is the composition of relations b ∪ ov ∪ m ∪ d−1 ∪ f−1 and b−1.

For simplicity, (r1, . . . , rn) denotes the union of basic relations r1, . . . , rn.
Thus, x ∈ (r1, . . . , rn) is equivalent to x ∈ r1 ∨ . . .∨x ∈ rn. Let α1 = (r1, . . . , ri)
and α2 = (r′1, . . . , r

′
j), we denote by α1 + α2 the union (r1, . . . , ri, r

′
1, . . . , r

′
j).

3 Axioms

We consider the situations where two time intervals can be equal or meeting
each other. Equality between interval is an equivalence relation. Two intervals
meet if one interval ends at the starting time of the second. The intervals are
therefore adjacent. For instance in Fig. 2, interval p meets interval q. The meets
relation is irreflexive, non-symmetric and non-transitive. A set of five axioms
(M1) ∼ (M5) is then defined based on equality and relation meets.

p q

Fig. 2: Interval p meets interval q



We define a class type interval whose assumptions are (a) properties of rela-
tion meets, denoted by the infix symbol “||” and, (b) axioms (M1) ∼ (M5).

class interval =

fixes
meets::"’a ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool" ( infixl "‖" 60)

assumes
meets_atrans:" [[p‖q ; q‖r ]] =⇒ ¬(p‖r)" and
meets_irrefl:"¬(p‖p)" and
meets_asym:"p‖q =⇒ ¬(q‖p)" and
M1:" [[p‖q; p‖s; r‖q ]] =⇒ (r‖s)" and
M2:" [[p‖q ; r‖s ]] =⇒

p‖s ⊕ ((∃ t. (p‖t)∧(t‖s)) ⊕ (∃ t. (r‖t)∧(t‖q)))" and
M3:"(∃ q r. q‖p ∧ p‖r)" and
M4:" [[p‖q ; q‖s ; p‖r ; r‖s ]] =⇒ q = r" and
M5exist:"p‖q =⇒ (∃ r s t. r‖p ∧ p‖q ∧ q‖s ∧ r‖t ∧ t‖s)"

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the five time interval axioms:

– Axiom (M1) uniquely defines the meeting point of two intervals. If two in-
tervals p and r meet the same interval, then r meets any interval that p
meets.

– Axiom (M3) states that for any interval p there is an interval that meets p
and an interval that it meets, which means there a time interval does not
last infinitly.

– Axiom (M4) states that an interval is uniquely defined by the starting and
the ending point.

– Axiom (M5) states that the addition of two intervals that meet is an intervals.
– Axiom (M2) takes two pairs of intervals that meet in two points, and states

that either the meeting points are equal or one of them precedes the other.
Axiom (M2) states that the three configurations are mutually exclusive, i.e.
not more than one can hold, and exhaustive, i.e. at least one of the three
must hold.

4 Formalization of Time Interval Relations

A basic relation is a set of interval pairs and of type (’a×’a) set. We extend type
class interval with basic relations.

class arelations = interval +

fixes
e::"(’a×’a) set" and
m::"(’a×’a) set" and
b::"(’a×’a) set" and
ov::"(’a×’a) set" and
d::"(’a×’a) set" and
s::"(’a×’a) set" and
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Fig. 3: Axioms (M1), (M3) ∼ (M5)
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Fig. 4: The three cases of axiom (M2)

f::"(’a×’a) set"

assumes
e:"(p,q) ∈ e = (p = q)" and
m:"(p,q) ∈ m = p‖q" and
b:"(p,q) ∈ b = (∃ t::’a. p‖t ∧ t‖q)" and
ov:"(p,q) ∈ ov = (∃ k l u v t::’a. (k‖p ∧ p‖u ∧ u‖v) ∧

(k‖l ∧ l‖q ∧ q‖v) ∧ (l‖t ∧ t‖u))" and
s:"(p,q) ∈ s = (∃ k u v::’a. k‖p ∧ p‖u ∧ u‖v ∧ k‖q ∧ q‖v)" and
f:"(p,q) ∈ f = (∃ k l u ::’a. k‖l ∧ l‖p ∧ p‖u ∧ k‖q ∧ q‖u)" and
d:"(p,q) ∈ d = (∃ k l u v::’a. k‖l ∧ l‖p ∧ p‖u ∧u‖v ∧ k‖q ∧ q‖v)"

In the assumptions of class arelations, each basic time interval relation is
rewritten as a first order formula in a prenex normal form, i.e. a conjunction
of atomic formulas x||y and x = y. Relations e, m and b are self-explanatory.
Rewriting rules of the remaining relations are illustrated in Fig. 5.

We call literal the atomic formula of the form x||y and x = y. We denote
by Lr(p, q) the set of literals generated by the relation membership (p, q) ∈ r.



Among the literals in Lr(p, q), there are constraints on the starting points and
the ending points of intervals p and q. For instance, (p, q) ∈ ov gives rise to the
eight literals {k||p, p||u, u||v, k||l, l||q, q||v, l||t , t||u} = Lov(p, q). Literals k||p
and l||q are constraints on the starting points of p and q. Literals p||u and q||v
are constraints on the ending points of p and q.
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Fig. 5: Relations ov, s, f and d defined as conjunctions of literals of the form
x||y, where x and y are time intervals

5 JEPD Property

In qualitative reasoning, representations of events or objects in the space are
based on a set of relations that are jointly exhaustive (JE) and pairwise disjoint
(PD). JE property ensures the expressiveness of the relations. In other words, for
any two intervals, there exists a relation that holds between these two intervals.
The 13 time interval relations, therefore, constitute a partition of the set of
interval pairs.

The unicity of a relation between two arbitrary intervals is allowed by the
PD property. Therefore, the 13 relations enable us to express precise information
between any two temporal intervals and avoid redundancy.

PD property. For any two different basic relations r1 and r2, we show that
r1 ∩ r2 = {}. The proof is performed by contradiction. From (p, q) ∈ r1 and
(p, q) ∈ r2, we deduce literals that refute the non-transitivity property of “||”,
i.e. property meets atrans.



lemma "m ∩ b = {}"

using m b apply auto

using meets atrans by blast

Relations r1 and r2 sometimes generate literals from which we cannot im-
mediately deduce the contradiction. Therefore, we use the axiomatic system
defined in Sect. 3 to deduce new “||” relations and obtain new intervals. The
tactics metis and meson finish the proof successfully.

lemma "s ∩ d = {}"

apply using m b apply auto

by (meson M1 meets_atrans)

JE property. Let δ be the relation that is the union of all basic relations.

δ = (b, m, ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1, m−1, b−1).

JE property means that for any two intervals x and y, the expression (x, y) ∈ δ
always holds. We do not explain the proof as it is similar to the proof of δ-
composition in Sect. 7.5.

6 Compositions of Time Interval Relations

6.1 Composition Table

The compositions of time interval relations were first computed by Allen [8]. We
arrange the result of the compositions in Table 1. We read the table as follows.
Let r1 and r2 be two of the relations given in the first column and the first row,
respectively. An entry in the table is a relation that contains the composition
r1 ◦ r2. For instance, according to the table, the composition s ◦ m is a subset
of relation b. We write s ◦ m ⊆ b. Some compositions give rise to union of basic
relations, e.g. b ◦ d. We call them relations α, β, γ and δ and define them as
follows.

α1 = (ov, s, d)

α2 = (ov, f−1, d−1)

α3 = (b, m, ov)

α4 = (f−1, e, f)

α5 = (s, e, s−1)

β1 = (b, m, ov, s, d)

β2 = (b, m, ov, f−1, d−1)

γ = (ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1)

δ = (b, m, ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1, m−1, b−1)



Their inverses are deduced from the fact that the inverse of a union of rela-
tions is a union of inverse relations.

α1
−1 = (ov−1, s−1, d−1)

α2
−1 = (ov−1, f, d)

α3
−1 = (b−1, m−1, ov−1)

α4
−1 = (f−1, e, f)

α5
−1 = (s, e, s−1)

β1
−1 = (b−1, m−1, ov−1, s−1, d−1)

β2
−1 = (b−1, m−1, ov−1, f, d)

γ−1 = (ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1)

δ−1 = (b, m, ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1, m−1, b−1)

The Table 1 is symmetric w.r.t. the diagonal white cells. The relations in
yellow cells are inverse of the relations in blue cells. For instance, referring to
the table, we have s ◦ d−1 ⊆ β2. By symmetry w.r.t. the diagonal, we reach
the yellow cell that corresponds to d ◦ s−1 = (s ◦ d−1)−1 ⊆ β2

−1. Relations e,
α4, α5, γ and δ are closed under inversion and they appear only in the diagonal
white cells. What we need to prove is the compositions that correspond to blue
and white cells, the proofs of compositions given by yellow cells are then deduced
immediately.

Table 1: The composition table of time interval relations
HHH

HHr1

r2
b m ov f−1 d−1 s e s−1 d f ov−1 m−1 b−1

b b b b b b b b b β1 β1 β1 β1 δ
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Fig. 6: Lattice of time interval basic relations

6.2 Lattice Representation

A nice representation of the basic relations is the lattice representation [11]
depicted in Fig. 6. We say two relations form a conceptual neighborhood [5] if
they are directly path-connected in the lattice in Fig. 6. From a topological point
of view, it means that the two relations can be transformed into one another by
either shortening or prolonging one interval. Let (p, q) ∈ s as depicted in Fig. 7a.
To prolong interval p, we translate its starting point p to the left while keeping
the ending point fixed as shown in Fig. 7b. We obtain a new configuration where
(p, q) ∈ ov. Now, we shorten p by translating the starting point to the right as
shown in Fig. 7c. Then, (p, q) ∈ d.

The three relations s, ov and d are deduced from the configurations of the
starting points of p and q. If we apply (M2) to literals that constraint the starting
points, which means literals of the form x||p and y||q, then we obtain the three
exclusive cases x||q ⊕ (∃t. x||t ∧ t||q) ⊕ (∃t. y||t ∧ t||p). These three cases
correspond to Fig. 7a, 7c and 7b, respectively.

We observe that the relations α, β, γ and δ are union of relations that are
path-connected in the lattice. The ordering of their relations given by the lattice
turns out to be extremely useful for proving them.

7 Proof of Validity of Composition Table

7.1 Automation

What we need to prove is the entries in blue and white cells in Table 1. The
rest is deduced straightforwardly. A complete proof of the composition table has
been done in Isabelle/HOL and our theory files are available at [6].
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Fig. 7: Possible scenarios of intervals p and q when translating the starting point
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For now, we focus on the blue cells that contain single relation. The compo-
sitions r1 ◦ e ⊆ r1, e ◦ r1 ⊆ r1, r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ b and r1 ◦ r2 ⊂ m are proved by applying
blast with axioms (M1), (M4) and (M5). In our experiments, the blast tactic
as well as ATP systems and SMT solvers invoked by Isabelle/HOL were not able
to prove the compositions r1◦r2 ⊆ ov, r1◦r2 ⊆ f−1, r1◦r2 ⊆ d−1 and r1◦r2 ⊆ s.
We then prove these compositions in forward proof style with Isar. The literals
of the result relation are inferred from the literals in r1 and r2. To that end,
axioms (M1) and (M5) are all what we need and they are called more than once.
This means that the number of candidate literals increases in vain if we do not
control the way we apply (M1) and (M5). A forward proof is performed by the
careful choice of the “right” literals to infer new ones with (M1) and (M5) until
we collect all the literals that satisfy the result relation.

Regarding the proof of compositions α, β, γ and δ, ATP systems and SMT
solvers gave up and were not able to automate the proof. We thus write a struc-
tured proof in Isar for those relations, which is covered in more details in Sect. 7.3
∼ 7.5.

7.2 Proof Goals

Proving compositions α, β, γ and δ means showing lemmas of the form

r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ θ1 ∪ . . . ∪ θn, where θ1≤n≤13 are basic relations

which can be simplified to

∀p q. (p, q) ∈ r1 ◦ r2 −→ (p, q) ∈ θ1 ∨ . . . ∨ (p, q) ∈ θn, where 1 ≤ n ≤ 13

The above goal is weak. Due to the disjunctive conclusion, a proof of one
(p, q) ∈ θi is enough. But, we rather aim at showing situations of p and q where
the expressions (p, q) ∈ θi hold for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We aim at finding witnesses z
that satisfy the following subgoals.

∃z. (p, z) ∈ r1 ∧ (z, q) ∈ r2 ∧ (p, q) ∈ θ1



. . .
∃z. (p, z) ∈ r1 ∧ (z, q) ∈ r2 ∧ (p, q) ∈ θi

. . .

∃z. (p, z) ∈ r1 ∧ (z, q) ∈ r2 ∧ (p, q) ∈ θn

7.3 Proof of α Composition

Each of the relation αi is union of three basic relations that are path-connected in
Fig. 6. One of the basic relation form a conceptual neighbourhood with the two
others. In α1 = (ov, s, d), conceptual neighborhood is given by relations s and d

in one hand, and s and ov on the other hand. Recall that axiom (M2) is linked
to the conceptual neighborhood in the sense it allows deducing three exclusive
configurations that correspond to three path-connected relations. Proving an α
composition boils down to applying axiom (M2) on two suitable literals. The
three relations s, ov and d are deduced from translating the starting point of
interval p as depicted in Fig. 7. Accordingly, the constraints on the starting
points of p and q change. We therefore apply (M2) to literals of the form x||p
and y||q.

To prove α2 ∼ α5 compositions, we also single out suitable literals to apply
(M2) and deduce the three configurations that correspond to three relations.
Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the application of (M2) to prove α2, α3, α4 and
α5, respectively.

The following is a general template for proving the compositions r1 ◦r2 ⊆ αi,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 and αi = (θi1, θi2, θi3).

Proof template [Proof of r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ αi]

1. Let p, z and q be three intervals where (p, z) ∈ r1, (z, q) ∈ r2 and (p, q) ∈
r1 ◦ r2

2. Obtain literals Lr1(p, z) and Lr2(z, q)
3. From Lr1(p, z) and Lr2(z, q), single out two suitable literals depending on αi

(a) Choose two literals of the form x||p and y||q if i = 1 or i = 4
(b) Choose two literals of the form p||x and q||y if i = 2 or i = 5
(c) Choose two literals of the form p||x and y||q if i = 3

4. If there is no literals to choose in the previous step, then apply (M3) to
generate them

5. Apply (M2) on x||p and y||q
(Case x||q) Deduce all literals in Lθi1(p, q) using (M1), (M4) and (M5)
when necessary
(Case ∃t. y||t ∧ t||p) Deduce all literals in Lθi2(p, q) using (M1), (M4)
and (M5) when necessary
(Case ∃t. x||t ∧ t||q) Deduce all literals in Lθi3(p, q) using (M1), (M4)
and (M5) when necessary



As example, we explain the proof of the following lemma.

lemma "m O d ⊆ s ∪ ov ∪ d"

Proof.

1. Let p, z and q be intervals where (p, z) ∈ m, (z, q) ∈ d and (p, q) ∈ m ◦ d.

2. We have Lm(p, z) = {p||z} and Ld(z, q) = {k||q, k||l, l||z, z||u, u||v, q||v}.
3. We single out k||q.
4. We apply (M3) to obtain an interval c where c||p.
5. We apply (M2) on c||p and k||q.

(Case c||q)
∗ We apply (M5) to add z and u and obtain new time interval zu, i.e.

Jp||z; z||u; u||vK =⇒ ∃zu. p||zu ∧ zu||v.
∗ All literals in Ls(p, q) = {c||p, x||q, p||zu, zu||v, q||v} are obtained.

We deduce (p, q) ∈ s.

(Case ∃t. k||t ∧ t||p)
∗ We apply (M5) to add z and u and obtain new time interval zu, i.e.

Jp||z; z||u; u||vK =⇒ ∃zu. p||zu ∧ zu||v.
∗ All literals in Ld(p, q) = {k||t, t||p, p||zu, zu||v, k||q, q||v} are obtained.

We deduce (p, q) ∈ d.

(Case ∃t. c||t ∧ t||q)
∗ We apply (M5) to add z and u and obtain new time interval zu, i.e.

Jp||z; z||u; u||vK =⇒ ∃zu. p||zu ∧ zu||v.
∗ We apply (M1) to deduce t||l, i.e. Jk||q; k||l; t||qK =⇒ t||l.
∗ We apply (M1) to deduce l||zu, i.e. Jl||z; p||z; p||zuK =⇒ l||zu.
∗ All literals in Lov(p, q) = {c||p, p||zu, zu||v, c||t, t||q, q||v, t||l, l||zu}

are obtained. We deduce (p, q) ∈ ov.

p

q

(a) (p, q) ∈ f−1

p

q

(b) Prolongation of interval
q induces an ov relation be-
tween p and q

p

q

(c) Shortening interval p
induces a d−1 relation be-
tween p and q

Fig. 8: The proof of (p, q) ∈ α2 requires applying (M2) on two literals of the form
p||x and q||y



p

q

(a) (p, q) ∈ m

p

q

(b) Prolongation of start-
ing point of q induces
(p, q) ∈ ov

p

q

(c) Shortening the starting
point of q induces (p, q) ∈
b

Fig. 9: The proof of (p, q) ∈ α3 requires applying (M2) on two literals of the form
p||x and y||q

p

q

(a) (p, q) ∈ e

p

q

(b) Prolongation of start-
ing point of p induces
(p, q) ∈ f−1

p

q

(c) Shortening the starting
point of p induces (p, q) ∈
f

Fig. 10: The proof of (p, q) ∈ α4 requires applying (M2) on two literals of the
form x||p and y||q

p

q

(a) (p, q) ∈ e

p

q

(b) Prolongation of the
ending point of p induces
(p, q) ∈ s−1

p

q

(c) Shortening the ending
point of p induces (p, q) ∈
s

Fig. 11: The proof of (p, q) ∈ α5 requires applying (M2) on two literals of the
form p||x and q||y



7.4 Proof of β Compositions

We have relations β1 = (b, m, ov, s, d). We notice that β1 = α1 +α3 and relation
ov appears in α1 and α3. This observation means that first we proceed to prove
α1, then from the case that corresponds to ov configuration in the proof of α1,
we apply (M2) to deduce α3. Similarly for β2 = (b, m, ov, f−1, d−1) = α2 + α3.

The proof template for the α composition is thus extended to perform the
proof of β composition. We only show the proof template of r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ β1. The
proof template of r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ β2 is written in the same fashion.

Proof template [Proof of r1 ◦ r2 ⊆ β1]

1. Let p, z and q be three intervals where (p, z) ∈ r1, (z, q) ∈ r2 and (p, q) ∈
r1 ◦ r2

2. Obtain literals Lr1(p, z) and Lr2(z, q)

3. From Lr1(p, z) and Lr2(z, q), single out two suitable literals of the form x||p
and y||q

4. If there is no literals to choose in the previous step, then apply (M3) to
generate them

5. Apply (M2) on x||p and y||q
(Case x||q) Deduce all literals in Ls(p, q)using (M1), (M4) and (M5)
when necessary.

(Case ∃t. y||t∧ t||p) Deduce all literals in Ld(p, q) using (M1), (M4) and
(M5) when necessary.

(Case ∃t. x||t ∧ t||q)
5.1 Single out two suitable literals of the form p||x′ and y′||q
5.2 If there is no literals to choose, then apply (M3) to generate them.
5.3 Apply (M2) on p||x′ and y′||q

(Case p||q) (p, q) ∈ m is immediate.
(Case ∃t′. p||t′ ∧ t′||q) (p, q) ∈ b is immediate.
(Case ∃t′. y′||t′∧t′||x′) Deduce all literals in Lov(p, q) using (M1),
(M4) and (M5) when necessary.

7.5 Proof of γ and δ Compositions

Note that γ = (ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1) = α1 + α4 + α1
−1. We apply

(M2) on p||x and p||y to generate three cases. For each case, we split again with
(M2) applied to x′||p and y′||q to generate 3 × 3 cases that leads to the nine
relations in γ.

We have γ = (b, m, ov, s, d, f, e, f−1, d−1, s−1, ov−1, m−1, b−1) = α3 + α1 +
α4 +α1

−1 +α−1
3 . We follow the above strategy for γ to deduce α1, α−1

1 and α4,
except in the cases that lead to ov and ov−1, we split again to deduce α3 and
α−1

3 .



8 Conclusion

We proved the validity of composition table of Allen’s calculus. We explained
our strategy based on lattice structure of time interval relations. The axiom
(M2) is central to browsing the lattice and consequently deducing the relations
one by one. The proof of each entry of the composition table assumes what the
composition will be (computed first in [9]). The next challenge would be not
to assume this. This is useful for constructing the compositions when designing
extension of Allen’s calculus. Another possible direction of this formalization
would be to convert proof templates into a decision procedure for Allen’s interval
calculus. An interesting element would be the decision heuristic by which literals
are chosen to apply the axioms.
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